TOPIC ... COMMENT
Punctuation and human freedom

Geoffrey Nunberg tells me that the article he published in the December
1983 number of Atlantic attracted the biggest mailbag that any single
article in the magazine has ever elicited. The topic of the article was
grammar. Yes, plain old English grammar, such as people (quite wrongly)
claim is not taught in the schools any more. It is the most incendiary
subject in America today. In the wake of the publication of Nunberg's
article (entitled 'The grammar wars'), Nunberg was flown to Boston for a
startlingly high fee to be consulted by Houghton-Miflin about a dictionary
they are working on, and was subsequently sent on a tour of radio and TV
stations by the same publishers to sit on panels and to guest on chat shows.
Lines to the stations jammed and the call-in switchboards lit up like airport
runways.
Nunberg feels he knows why. Take a much less incendiary subject like
civil strife and governmental misdeeds in Guatemala, and a talk-show
guest who purports to be an expert on the the subject will be taken as an
expert; a few callers who either wish to be further enlightened by
competent authority or who themselves have a claim to be called expert in
the internal affairs of Guatemala will call in, but otherwise the expert will
have the run of the airwaves. Like the mythical Mr Science of the
American National Public Radio program Morning Edition, "He knows
more than you do." But there is no general public recognition of experts
on language. Everyone feels entitled to an opinion. Indeed, an astonishing
range of people with absolutely no qualifications for the job are prepared
to set themselves up as primary fountainheads of grammatical dogma.
How could we linguists have allowed this to happen? The situation
bespeaks some real blunders in the public relations handling of our
profession. We are experts, and it is demeaning that pontificating fools like
John Simon, William Safire, Edwin Newman, and the other grammar
columnists of the American press (to all of whom Nunberg is much too
polite in his otherwise excellent article) should be telling the public where
they can and can't use plural agreement. If anyone is going to tell them, it
should be our job. Moreover, as experts, we linguists deserve certain
courtesies, like high rates of pay, and blind trust in our competence on the
part of John Q. Public. If auto mechanics, dentists, and Guatemalawatchers merit these things, I see no reason why someone who has sweated
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throughthe long agony of producinga doctoraldissertationon linguistics
doesn't deserve them.
Depressingly,the lack of firmauthorityveste.din the linguisticsprofession is likely to hamper(though not too much, I hope) the progressof a
campaign to change society that has latterly been taking up a large
proportionof my politicalenergies. The issue it is devoted to may initially
seem a smallone, but as Otto Jespersenonce said, the worldis made up of
little things;what is importantis to see them largely. I shall argue that an
importanthumanfreedom is at stake.
I want you first to consider the string 'the string' and the string
'the string.',noting that it takes ten keystrokesto type the stringin the first
set of quotes, and eleven to type the stringin the second pair.Imagineyou
wanted to quote me on the latter point. You might want to say (1).
(1)

Pullumnotes that it takes eleven keystrokesto type the string
'the string.'

No problem there; (1) is true. But now suppose you want to say this:
(2)

Pullum notes that it takes ten keystrokes to type the string
'the string'.

You won't be able to publishit. Your copy-editorwill change it before the
first proof stage to (3), which is false:
(3)

Pullum notes that it takes ten keystrokes to type the string
'the string.'

Why?Because the copy-editorwill insistthat when a quotationmarkends
a sentence, the quotation markmust follow the punctuationmark.
I say this must stop. Linguists have a duty to the public to use their
expertisein arguingfor changes to the fabricof society when its interests
are threatened.And we have such a situationhere.
First, let me establishthat we are definitelytalking about the fabric of
society and not the biological endowmentof the species in the present
case. There are many crucial differences between the conventions of
punctuationfor printedEnglish and the grammaticalrules of the spoken
(or informallywritten)language. Punctuationrules are everythingthat we
teach our first-quarterundergraduatesthe grammatical rules of the
language are not:
- Their general characteris due to invention;it has not evolved along
with the species - many advanced cultures show no signs of the superstitious awe with which we regardcopy-editors.
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- The rulesconstitutea learned,culturallyimposedsystem;they are not
effortlesslyattainedthroughcasualexposureat an earlyage accordingto a
biologicallydeterminedmaturationschedule.
- Mastery of the rules is not common to essentially every nonhandicappedmemberof a linguisticallydefinedcommunity;some people
who ought to know them never get an adequategraspof them, and I can
show you term papersto prove it.
- Prescriptivismwith regardto punctuationprinciplesis right:there is a
correct way to do things, as defined in standardbooks, and doing things a
differentway is simplymistaken.
Manyof the rulesare very sensible and proper;like the more reasonable
laws of our nationaland local communities,they deserve our compliance
and support;for example, the rule that a sentence does not begin with a
numeral,a formulaof any kind, a foreign symbol that does not have an
upper-case correspondent,or a parenthesisthat encloses only a proper
substringof the sentence. This seems as sensibleas a law againstdrivingin
New York state with a live moose on one's fender.
But in certain seaside towns on the East Coast of the United States,
actions such as being barefootat the beach in the evening have been made
criminal offences for various reasons (e.g. in order to protect the city
against lawsuits brought by the unshod), and the legislation is used for
harassing young people. (A young man was recently arrested on Fire
Island,NY, for eating pizza in the street outside a pizzeria.)Masturbation
has carrieda life imprisonmentpenaltyin Indianathroughoutmost of this
century(I have not found it possible to determinewhetherthis penaltyhas
been repealedbecause the process of inquiringon the topic at librariesand
police stationshas proved too embarrassing).Sometimeslaws are intolerable, and need to be changed - by organizedlegal protest if possible, but
otherwise by actual resistance and civil disobedience. I believe we must
take the issue of transposingquotes and periods to the streets if need be.
No copy-editor should have the right to switch the order of two
punctuationmarkswhen it can change truth-conditions,as (1)-(3) show
that it can. And the cases when such transpositioncould reasonablybe
interpretedas changing truth-conditionsare commoner than you would
think. Considerthe following:
(4)

Shakespeare'sKing RichardIII contains the line
"Now is the winter of our discontent."

This is false (though I believe many people have the impressionthat it is
true). However, (5) is true:
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Shakespeare's King Richard III contains the line

"Now is the winter of our discontent".
This is the first of two lines in the play which together make up the
sentence "Now is the winter of our discontentmade glorious summerby
this sun of York." In this sentence, "Now is the winterof our discontent"
is not even a constituent, of course. But the period-before-quotesconvention would make it look as if it were.
This issue arises, though less strikingly,in a large percentage of the
cases in whichwordsare directlyquotedfromprint.We do not have to put
up with this. I say we should change this rule, and we shouldstart now the
campaignof direct action it will take. To begin with, we shouldeach work
on the copy-editorswe are currentlyhavingdealingswith. I will be sending
back today the typescript of an article in which the copy-editor has
transposedsome of my quotationmarks.I am going to object, and insiston
keeping the logically correct sequence; I will stand my ground at
proofreadingtime, and I will not submit.
Those of you who wish to make similarproteststo copy-editorswill find
it useful to know that section 5.10 of the thirteenthedition of the Chicago
Manual of Style, the copy-editor's grimoire,actuallysanctions the logically correctplacementin the case of single quotes around'special terms'.
Even more significantly,Mr WilliamGeorge of Reidel's editorialdepartment has pointed out to me that the 1983 edition of Hart's Rules for
Compositorsand Readers (Oxford University Press), pp. 45-48, explicitly

endorsesthe principleof punctuating"accordingto thesense".Whata fine
example of British level-headedness, and what an importantally to my
cause. These precedentscan be used in our struggleas the thin end of the
wedge. I have also noticed that many copy-editorswill alreadyconcede
the point for semi-colons; that is, a typescript containing (6a) is not
corrected to (6b).
(6)a.
b.

Bolinger never said "Accent is predictable";he said
"Accent is predictable- if you're a mind-reader."
Bolinger never said "Accent is predictable;"he said
"Accent is predictable- if you're a mind-reader."

This is clearly a glimmeringof good sense, and a weakening of the blind
stupidityof the standardpolicy. I believe we can win the battle to change
the policy once and for all, even for commas and periods.
And I have broader plans for the campaign, soon to be formally
registered as a national organization,the Campaign for Typographical
Freedom.In a few months(watchthe nationalpress),a huge rallywill take
place at the Lincoln Memorialin WashingtonD.C. There will also be an
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internationalday of protest on which demonstrationswill be organizedin
all the great publishingcities of the world - London, Paris, Rome, New
York, San Francisco, Cambridge (the real one), Cambridge (the substandardimitationin Massachusetts),Oxford, and yes, Dordrecht too. I
will also be publishingthe home addressesof a numberof top copy-editors
to be used in postcardintimidationwork.
Response so far has been gratifyinglyenthusiastic. Even I, with my
fingers on the very pulse of the linguistic community, could not have
foreseen the extent of the upwellingof popularsupportfor the campaign
that has already begun in response to private circulation of a dittoed
manifestolast year. Direct action has alreadybegun. In one month alone,
LinguisticInquirycopy-editingsupremoAnne Markreceived over eighty
thousandpostcardsat her home in Reading, Massachusetts,essentiallyall
of them supportiveof the campaign.(One was from a linguistvacationing
in Wyomingwho had apparentlymisunderstoodthe point of the postcard
campaignand merely reportedthat he was "having a great time" touring
the GrandTetons with his family.)
Checks and money orders have poured in to provide a solid financial
base of supportfor the Campaignfor TypographicalFreedom. I want to
assure the linguistswho have so generously made these fully tax-deductible contributions to campaign funds that the resources they have
providedare being responsiblyadministeredby the volunteerstaff here at
the TOPIC ... COMMENT office. The rapid upsurgein the activities of
the campaignhas necessitatedmy doing quite a bit of travelling,and the
Executive Committee has decided that it was appropriatefor a 1985
Toyota Celica Suprato be purchasedin orderthat I shouldbe able to meet
my travel commitmentsin a timely manner. A certain amount of entertaining has also proved necessary in the pursuit of further fund-raising
objectives, and to thisend the poolsidefacilitiesat my residencehave been
improved(by the additionof a pool).
But the most strikingthing about the developmentsso far has been the
emergence of a clear focus for the anger and resentment(quitejustifiedin
my opinion) against one thing above all others, namely, cruel bibliographicpractices.The editorialstaff of the New York office of Academic
Press, Inc. has been much cited as an example of what we have to fight
against, but in fact MIT Press policies are very similar.Let me list a few
examplesof the kind of brutaland unreasoningpolicies that are imposed
on the bibliographiesthat linguistsso carefullyand thoughtfullyprepare.
(The catalog thatfollows is not for the squeamish;those who felt a bit faint
while watching Gremlinsmight care to abandonthis column and turn to
something less upsetting.)
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Gratuitouscapitalization.The harsh yoke of AP copy-editing currently
imposeson authors(butstrangely,did not alwaysin the past)pointlessand
information-destructive
capitalizationof 'significant'words(roughly,words
that belong to the categories N, A, or V) in titles. LI does this too, but
Language follows the French style in abjuringthe practice. Notice that
from the Language format it is possible immediatelyto predict what the
AP format would be, should one wish to, but the converse is not true,
because gratuitouscapitalizationdestroys distinctions:consider the contrast between the words Xerox (the name of a corporation)and xerox (a
verb that the Xerox Corporationhas tried desperatelyto eliminate, and
forbids its staff to use), or between french toast and French toast, or
between big Ben and Big Ben, or (for a linguisticexample)between case
and Case.

Redundancyin place names. Manypublishersinsiston state namesspelled
out in full after every city name in a place of publication.Thus one often
has to endure several repetitionsof a phrase as long as "Papersfrom the
Nineteenth Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society, Chicago Lin-

guistic Society, Universityof Chicago, Chicago, Illinois"pepperingone's
bibliography.The place name "Chicago"itself is redundanthere, but they
cruellyinsiston it, andwill also insistthat "Illinois"be added- in full, MIT
Press requires,not with the officialUS Postal Service abbreviation"IL"even though there is nowhere in the entire world a place called Chicago
other than the city at the southernend of Lake Michigan,and people who
cannot place Chicago on a map cannot place Illinois either. (Catherine
Ringen has a T-shirtwith a slogan makingfun of people who have trouble
with the names of States that begin with I; it says: "UNIVERSITY OF
IOWA, IDAHO CITY, ILLINOIS".)
Reduction of names to initials. For utterly mysterious reasons, although

they are preparedto waste thousandsof characterson redundantnamesin
some contexts, AP and MIT Press refuse to permitmentionof firstnames
of authors even when they expressly use their first names and suppress
some of their initials.Thus they will accept "Chomsky,N." or "Chomsky,
N. A." or "Chomsky, A. N." (is it Noam Avram or Avram Noam,
incidentally?),but that is not how Chomskystyles himself;he publishesas
Noam Chomsky,so it should be "Chomsky,Noam". But no; AP change
knownnamesto obscureinitials,thus inextricablymixingup, for example,
Neil Smith(London)and Norval Smith (Amsterdam).And if you thought
that full use of middleinitialswould sort thingsout, think again: there are
pairs such as John M. Anderson (Edinburgh)and James M. Anderson
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(Calgary), and W. Sidney Allen (the eminent Cambridge classicist and
Caucasologist) and W. Stannard Allen (the applied linguist). AP will even
invade the sanctity of text with its policy on not mentioning first names;
Arnold Zwicky and Jerry Sadock still positively fume with anger at the
way AP, in 1975, changed "is due to Dennis Stampe" (crediting the
University of Wisconsin-Madison philosopher of language) to "is due to
Stampe" (ambiguous, but likely to be read as crediting his brother,
Zwicky's colleague David Stampe at Ohio State University) in footnote 6
of 'Ambiguity tests and how to fail them' (in Syntax and Semantics 4).
Redundant editors' names. Having saved characters at the cost of introducing ambiguity by suppressing authors' first names, AP then wastes
characters by enforcing a policy of requiring all the editors to be listed
whenever a Chicago Linguistic Society or Berkeley Linguistics Society
volume is cited. Thus what could have been "Papers from the sixth
regional meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society," or even just "CLS 6" with
an appropriate abbreviation explanation, becomes, almost unbelievably
(but see e.g. Syntax and Semantics 4 (1975), page 34):
M. A. Campbell, J. Lindholm, A. Davison, W. Fisher, L. Furbee, J. Lovins, E. Maxwell, J.
Reighard, and S. Straight (Eds.), Papers from the sixth regional meeting, Chicago Linguistic
Society.

These unwarranted infringements on our freedom of expression must be
stopped. And if we are united in our dedication to the cause, I believe they
can be. We are experts. We know more than they do. We cannot be
defeated. Send checks and money orders to the Campaign for Typographical Freedom, c/o:
Cowell College
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
U.S.A.
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